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ABSTRACT. Most of the existing load balancing strategies were interested in distributed systems which were supposed to
have homogeneous resources interconnected with homogeneous and fast networks. For Grid computing, these assump-
tions are not realistic because of heterogeneity, scalability and dynamicity characteristics. For these environments the
load balancing problem is then a new challenge presently for which many research projects are under way.
In this perspective, our contributions through this paper are two folds. First, we propose a distributed load balancing model
which can represent any Grid topology into a forest structure. After that, we develop on this model, a load balancing strat-
egy at two levels; its principal objectives : the reduction of average response time of tasks and their transferring cost. The
proposed strategy is naturally distributed with a local decision, which allows the possibility of avoiding use of wide area
communication network.

RÉSUMÉ. La plupart des stratégies d’équilibrage de charge existantes se sont intéressées à des systèmes distribués
supposés avoir des ressources homogènes interconnectées à l’aide de réseaux homogènes et à hauts débits. Pour les
grilles de calcul, ces hypothèses ne sont pas réalistes à cause des caractéristiques d’hétérogénéité, de passage à l’échelle
et de dynamicité. Pour ces environnements, le problème d’équilibrage de charge constitue donc, un nouveau déf pour
lequel plusieurs recherches sont actuellement investies.
Notre contribution dans cette perspective à travers ce papier est double: premièrement, nous proposons un modèle
distribué d’équilibrage de charge, permettant de représenter n’importe quelle topologie de grille en une structure de forêt.
Nous développons ensuite sur ce modèle, une stratégie d’équilibrage à deux niveaux ayant comme principaux objectifs
la réduction du temps de réponse moyen et le coût de transfert de tâches. La stratégie proposée est de nature distribuée
avec une prise de décision locale, ce qui permettra d’éviter le recours au réseau de communication à large échelle.
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1. Introduction
Recent researches oncomputing architectures have allowed the emergence of a new computing paradigm

known asGrid computing. A computational Grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides a
dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities [14]. This
technology is a type of distributed system which supports the sharing and coordinated use of resources,
independently of their physical type and location, in dynamic virtual organizations that share the same
goal [5]. The Grid allows the use of geographically widely distributed and multi-owner resources to solve
large-scale applications, such as meteorological simulations, data intensive applications, research of DNA
sequences, etc.[3].

The two major parties in Grid computing, namelyresource consumers(users), who submit various
applications andresources providers, who share their resources, usually have different motivations when
they join the Grid. These incentives are presented by objective functions in scheduling. While Grid users
basically deal with the performance of their applications, such as the total cost to run a particular appli-
cation, resource providers usually pay more attention to the performance of their resources, such as the
resource utilization in a particular period. Thus, objective functions can be classified into two categories
[21]: application-centricandresource-centric.

– Application-Centric (application-level).
Load balancing algorithms adopting an application-centric objective function aim to optimize the perfor-
mance of each individual application. Most of current Grid applications concerns are about time, such as
themakespan.

– Resource-Centric (system-level).
Load balancing algorithms adopting resource-centric objective functions aim to optimize the performance
of resources. Resource-centric objectives are usually related to resource utilization, for example:
(a)Throughputwhich is the ability of a resource to process a certain number of jobs in a given period;
(b) Utilization, which is the amount of time, a resource is busy.
For a multiprocessor resource,utilizationdifferences, among other processors also describe the load balance
of the system and decrease thethroughput.

Although load balancing problem in conventional parallel and distributed systems has been intensively
studied, new challenges in Grid computing still make it an interesting topic, and many research projects are
under way. Load balancing algorithms in classical parallel and distributed systems, which usually run on
homogeneous and dedicated resources, cannot work properly in the Grid architectures [1] because Grids
have a lot of specific characteristics, likeheterogeneity,autonomy,dynamicityandscalability, which make
the load balancing problem more difficult.

Our main contributions deal with thesystem level load balancingand are two folds: First, we propose
a distributed load balancing model, transforming any Grid topology into a forest structure. Second, we
develop a two level strategy to balance the load among resources of computational Grid. Our strategy
privileges local rather than global load balancing in order to achieve two main objectives:
(i) The reduction of the average response time of tasks;
(ii) The reduction of communication cost induced by the task transferring.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Some related works are described in Section 2. Section 3,
briefly reviews the load balancing problem. The mapping of any Grid architecture into a forest is explained
in Section 4. Section 5 describes the main steps of the proposed load balancing strategy. In Section 6, we
present and discuss the performance of our strategy through some experimental results. Section 7 compares
the proposed strategy with that described in [11]. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and provides some
future researches.
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2. Related works
Most load balancing approaches are orientated towards application partitioning via graph algorithms [8].

However, they do not address the issue of reducing migration cost, that is the cost entailed by load redistri-
bution, which can consume much more time than the actual computation of a new decomposition.
Some works [9] have proposed a latency - tolerant algorithm that takes advantage of overlapping the compu-
tation of internal data and the communication of incoming data to reduce data migration cost. Unfortunately,
it requires applications to provide such a parallelism between data processing and migration, which restricts
its applicability.
Genaud et al. [6] enhanced the MPI_Scatterv primitive to support master-slave load balancing by taking into
consideration the optimization of computation and data distribution using a linear programming algorithm.
However, this solution is limited to static load balancing.
In [7], Hu et al. propose an optimal data migration algorithm in diffusive dynamic load balancing through
the calculation of Lagrange multiplier of the Euclidean form of transferred weight. This work can effec-
tively minimize the data movement in homogenous environments, but it does not consider the network
heterogeneity.

As mentioned above, a large number of load balancing techniques and heuristics, presented in literature,
target only homogeneous resources. However, modern computing systems, such as the computational Grid,
are most likely to be widely distributed and strongly heterogeneous. Therefore, it is essential to consider
the impact of these characteristics on the design of load balancing techniques.

The traditional objective, when balancing sets of computational tasks, is to minimize the overall exe-
cution time calledmakespan. However, in the context of heterogeneous distributed platforms, makespan
minimization problems are in most casesNP-complete. In addition, when dealing with large scale systems,
an absolute minimization of the total execution time is not the only objective of a load balancing strategy.
The communication cost, induced by load redistribution, is also a critical issue. For this purpose, Yagoubi
proposes in [11], a hierarchical load balancing model as a new framework to balance computing load in a
Grid. Unfortunately, the root of the proposed model can become a bottleneck.

We propose, in this paper, a novel load balancing strategy to address the new challenges in Grid com-
puting. Comparatively to the existing works, the main characteristics of our strategy are:
(i) It is a fully distributedstrategy, which allows to solve bottleneck of the model proposed in[11];
(ii) It uses asystem-levelload balancing;
(iii) It privileges local tasks transfer than global ones, for the purpose ofreducing communication costs
induced by the task migration.

3. Load Balancing Problem

3.1. Overview
A typical distributed system involves a large number of geographically distributed worker nodes which

can be interconnected and effectively utilized in order to achieve performances not ordinarily attainable
on a single node. Each worker node possesses an initial load, which represents an amount of work to be
performed, and may have a different processing capacity.
To minimize the time needed to perform all tasks, the workload has to be evenly distributed over all nodes
which are based on their processing capabilities. This is why load balancing is needed.
The load balancing problem is closely related to scheduling and resource allocation. It is concerned with all
techniques allowing an evenly distribution of the workload among the available resources in a system [13].
The main objective of a load balancing consists primarily to optimize the average response time of ap-
plications; this often means the maintenance the workload proportionally equivalent on the whole system
resources.
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Load balancing is usually described in the literature as either load balancing or load sharing. These terms
are often used interchangeably, but can also attract quite distinct definitions.
In the following, we distinguish between three forms of load balancing.

– Load SharingThis is the coarsest form of load distribution. Load may only be placed on idle resources,
and can be viewed as a binary problem, where a resource is either idle or busy.

– Load BalancingWhere load sharing is the coarsest form of load distribution, load balancing is the
finest. Load balancing attempts to ensure that the workload on each resource is within a small degree, or
balance criterion, of the workload present on every other resource in the system.

– Load LevellingLoad levelling introduces a third category of load balancing to describe the middle
ground between the two extremes of load sharing and load balancing. Rather than trying to obtain a strictly
even distribution of load across all resources, or simply utilizing idle resources, load levelling seeks to
avoid congestion on any resource.

A Grid load balancer receives applications from Grid users, selects feasible resources for these applications
according to acquired information, and finally generates application-to-resource mappings , on the basis of
objective functions and predicted resource performance.
Basically , a load balancing system can be generalized into four basic steps [20]:
(1) Monitoring resource load and state;
(2) Exchanging load and state information between resources;
(3) Calculating the new load distribution;
(4) Updating data movement.

3.2. Classifica ion of load balancing mechanisms
Load balancing mechanisms can be broadly categorized as centralized or decentralized, dynamic or

static, and periodic or non-periodic [12].
In a centralized algorithm, there is a central scheduler which gathers all load information from the nodes
and makes appropriate decisions. However, this approach is not scalable for a vast environment like the
Grid. In decentralized models, there is not usually a specific node known as a server or collector. Instead,
all nodes have information about some or all other nodes. This leads to a huge overhead in communication.
Furthermore, this information is not very reliable because of the drastic load variation in the Grid and the
need for frequent updating .

Static algorithms are not affected by the system state, as their behavior is predetermined. On the other
hand, dynamic algorithms make decisions according to the system state. The state refers to certain types of
information, such as the number of jobs waiting in the ready queue, the current job arrival rate, etc. Dynamic
algorithms tend to have better performance than static ones. Some dynamic load balancing algorithms are
adaptive; in other words, dynamic policies are modifiable as the system state changes.

3.3. Load balancing in Grid computing environments
Load balancing systems for traditional distributed environments do not work in Grid environments be-

cause the two classes of environments are radically distinct. Load balancing in Grid environments is signif-
icantly complicated by the unique characteristics of Grids:

– Heterogeneity of the Grid resources.
Heterogeneity exists in two categories of resources. First, networks used to interconnect these computa-
tional resources may differ significantly in terms of their bandwidth and communication protocols.
Second, computational resources may have different hardware, computer architectures, physical memory
size, CPU speed and also different software, such as different operating systems, cluster management soft-
ware and so on. This characteristic complicates the system workload estimation because the heterogeneous
resources could not be considered uniformly.
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– Dynamicity of Grid resources.
In traditional distributed systems, such as a cluster, the pool of resources is assumed to be fixed or stable.
In the Grid, this character is not verified because of computational resources and communication networks
dynamicity.
Both computational resources availability and capability will exhibit dynamic behaviour. On the one hand,
new resources may join the Grid and on the other hand, some resources may become unavailable due to
problems such as network failure. This causes constraints on applications such as fault tolerance. A resource
that connects or disconnects must be detected and taken into account by the system.

4. Mapping a Grid into a forest-based model

4.1. Grid topology
From the topological point of view, a Grid computing is a set of clusters in a multi-nodes platform.

Each cluster owns a set of worker nodes ( storage and computing elements) and belongs to a local domain,
i.e. a LAN (Local Area Network). Every cluster is connected to the global network or WAN (World Area
Network) by a switch. Figure1 describes this topology.

Figure 1. Example of Grid Topology

4.2. Mapping a Grid into a forest-based model
The load balancing strategy proposed in this paper is based on mapping of any Grid architecture into a

forest structure. This forest is built by aggregation as follows:

4.3. basic model
The basic model (Figure 2) represents a logical view of the smallest possible Grid, namely only one

cluster. This model, is defined by a two levels tree. The leaves of this tree correspond to the nodes of the
cluster. Its root, called cluster manager, represents a virtual tree node associated with the cluster, of which
role is to manage the cluster workload.
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Cluster manager

Level 0

Level 1

Nodes

Figure 2. Basic Model Associated to Cluster
4.4. Generic model

As illustrated by Figure 3, the load balancing algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the mapping
model of any Grid topology into a forest structure by aggregating several basic models.

Figure 3. Two Level Representation Model of Grid

Level 0: Eachcluster managerof this level is associated with a physical cluster of the Grid. In our load
balancing strategy, this manager is responsible for:

– maintaining the workload information related to each one of its worker nodes;

– estimating the workload of associated cluster and diffusing this information to other cluster managers;

– deciding to start a local load balancing, which we will callintra-cluster load balancing;

– sending the load balancing decisions to the worker nodes which they manage for execution;

– initiating a global load balancing, which we will callinter-clusters load balancing.
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Level 1: At this level, we find theworker nodesof a Grid linked to their respective clusters. Each node at
this level is responsible for:

– maintaining its workload information;

– sending this information to its cluster manager;

– performing the load balancing decided by its cluster manager.
Remark.

Although we have presented the nodes the forest interconnection asvirtual, each virtual node corresponds
to a physical worker node of which role is to manage the load of the cluster or Grid. For example, if a cluster
containsN worker nodes then (N-1) nodes will be used to perform the tasks and theNth node (considered
as a virtual node in the model) manages the load of the cluster in question. This manager can either be
dedicated or have a dual role (performing tasks and managing cluster).

4.5. Model Characteristics
The proposed model is characterized by the following:

– It facilitates information flow through the Grid. We distinguish three types of information flows:

1) Ascending flowThis flow is related to the workload information flow in order to get current workload
status of Grid resources.

2) Horizontal flowIt concerns the inputs used to perform load balancing operations.

3) Descending flowThis flow conveys the load balancing decisions made by cluster managers to their
corresponding resources.

– It supports heterogeneity and scalability of Grids: Connecting/disconnecting Grid resources corre-
spond to adding/removing leaves or sub trees from the tree model.

– It is totally independent of any physical Grid architecture.

5. Load Balancing Strategy
In accordancewith the structure of the proposed model, we distinguish between two load balancing

levels:Intra-cluster(Inter-worker nodes) andInter-clusters(Intra-Grid) load balancing.
We suppose that:

1) Computing elements have different characteristics (speed, period for sending load information),

2) Tasks are independent,

3) It is natural to have different communication costs between clusters, because of the heterogeneity
of WANs. However, in intra-cluster communication costs are the same, since each cluster has a network
(LAN) providing similar bandwidths for all its worker nodes.

5.1. Intra-cluster load balancing
Depending on its current load, each cluster manager decides to start a load balancing operation.

In this case, the cluster manager tries, in priority, to balance its workload among its worker nodes. At this
level, communication costs are not taken into account in the task transfer since the worker nodes of the same
cluster are interconnected by a LAN network, of which communication cost is constant. To implement this
local load balancing, we propose the following three steps strategy:
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Step 1:Estimation of the current cluster workload
Each cluster manager estimates its associated cluster capability by performing the following actions:
(i) it estimates the current workload of the cluster based on workload information received from its nodes;
(ii) it computes the standard deviation over the workload index1 in order to measure the deviation between
its involved nodes;
(iii) it sends workload information to the other cluster managers.

Step 1: Workload Estimation of Cluster C

1. For Every nodeEi of cluster C AND according to its specific perioddo
Sends its workloadLODi to its cluster manager

end For
2. Upon receiving all node workloads and according to its period the cluster manager performs:

a- Computes speedSPDC and capacitySATC of cluster C

b- Evaluates loadLODC and processing timeTEXC of C

c- Computes the standard deviationσC over processing times

d- Sends workload information of C to other cluster managers

Step 2:Decision making
In this stepthe cluster manager decides whether it is necessary to perform a balancing operation or not. For
this purpose it, executes the two following actions:

1. Defining the imbalance/saturation state of cluster.If we consider that the standard deviationσ mea-
sures the average deviation between the processing times of worker nodes and the processing time of their
cluster, we can say that this cluster is in balance state whenσ is small. Then, we define the balance and
saturation states as follows:

Balance state: We define abalance thresholdε, from which we can say that theσ tends to zero and hence
the group is balanced:If (σ ≤ ε) Then the cluster is balanced,ElseIt is imbalanced.
Saturation state: A cluster can be balanced while being saturated. In this particular case, itis not useful
to start an intra cluster load balancing since its nodes will remain overloaded. To measure saturation, we
introduce another threshold calledsaturation threshold, denoted asδ.

2. Cluster partitioning. For an imbalance case, we determine the overloaded and the under-loaded nodes,
depending on processing time of every node relatively to their associated cluster.

1. To consider the heterogeneity between worker nodes capabilities, we propose to take as workload index the pro-
cessing time denoted (TEX). We def ne the processing time of an entity (node or cluster) as ratio between its workload
(LOD) and its capability (SPD): TEX =

LOD

SPD
.
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Step 2: Decision Making

3. Balance criteria
If (σC < ε ) then

Cluster is balanced
Return

end If
4. Saturationcriteria
If (LODC

SATC
> δ) then

cluster G is saturated
Return

end If

5. Partitioning cluster G into overloaded (GES), under-loaded (GER) and balanced (GEN) worker
nodesGES ← φ; GER← φ ; GEN ← φ

For every nodeEi of cluster G do
If ( Ei is imbalanced)then

GES ← GES ∪ Ei

else
Switch

TEXi > TEXC + σC : GES ← GES ∪ Ei /* Source */
TEXi < TEXC − σC : GER← GER ∪ Ei /* Receiver */
TEXC − σC ≤ TEXi ≤ TEXC + σC : GEN ← GEN ∪ Ei

end Switch
end If

end For

Step 3:Task transferring.
To transfer tasks from overloaded to under-loaded nodes, we propose the following heuristic:
a- Evaluate the total amount of load "Supply", available on receiver nodes;
b- Compute the total amount of load "Demand", required by source nodes;
c- If the supply is much lower than the demand, it is not recommended to start local load balancing. We in-
troduce a third threshold, called expectation threshold denoted asρ , to measure relative deviation between
supply and demand. We can then writeIf (Supply/Demand >ρ ) Then perform Local load balancingElse
perform Global load balancing;
d- Perform tasks transfer according to selection criteria2.

2. As criterion selection we propose to transfer in f rst the task with longest remaining processing time.
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Intra-Cluster tasks transfer

6. If (Supply/Demand >ρ ) then

a- Sort GES by descending order of their nodes processing times.

b- Sort GER byascending order of their nodes processing times.

c- While (GES 6= φ .AND. GER 6= φ ) do
For i = 1 To SizeOf(GER)do

(i) Sort tasks of first node belonging to GES by selection criterion,

(ii) Transferthe higher priority task from first source node of GES toithreceiver
node of GER

(iii) Update the current workloads of receiver and source nodes,

(iv) Update sets GES, GER and GEN,

(v) If (GES =φ .OR. GER =φ) then
Return

end If
(vi) SortGES by descending order of their processing times.

end For
done

else
perform inter-cluster load balancing.

end If

Load Supply and Demand estimation
The supply ofa receiver nodeEr corresponds to the amount of loadXr that it agrees to receive so that its
processing time:TEXr ǫ [TEXC - σC ; TEXC + σC ], whereσC corresponds to the standard deviation
over the processing times of cluster associated to nodeEr, andTEXC represents the processing time of
this cluster. In practice, we must reach the convergence:
TEXr → TEXC

TEXr = LODr+Xr

SPDr
= LODC

SPDC

With LOD representsthe workload and SPD the capability.
Xr = LODC ·SPDr

SPDC
− LODr

Thus, weestimate the total supply of receiver set GER by:
Supply=

∑
Er∈GER

LODC ·SPDr

SPDC
− LODr
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By similar reasoning we determine the demand of a source elementEs which corresponds to the load
Ys that it requests to transfer, so that:TEXs → TEXC .

TEXs =
LODs−Ys

SPDs
= LODC

SPDC

Ys = LODs −
LODC ·SPDs

SPDC

The totaldemand of source set GES is obtained by:
Demand=

∑
Es∈GES

LODs −
LODC ·SPDs

SPDC

5.2. Inter-clusters load balancing
The load balancing at this level is used if a cluster manager fails to balance its workload among its as-

sociated nodes. If we have a such case, each overloaded cluster manager transfers tasks from its overloaded
worker nodes to under loaded clusters. In contrast to the intra-cluster level, we should consider the commu-
nication cost among clusters. Knowing the global state of each cluster, the overloaded cluster manager can
distribute its overloaded tasks between under-loaded clusters. The chosen under-loaded clusters are those
that need minimal communication cost for transferring tasks from overloaded clusters. A task can be trans-
ferred only if the sum of its latency in the source cluster and cost transfer is lower than its latency on the
receiver cluster. This assumption will avoid making useless task migration.
We associate a period to each cluster manager, during which each cluster manager sends its current work-
load information to the other clusters.So, a cluster managerCMi can receive new workload information
about another one at any time. This updated information will be considered at the next period ofCMi.

Inter-clusters load balancing algorithm

1. For Each cluster managerCMi AND according to its specific perioddo
a- Computes speedSPDi , capacitySATi and processing timeTEXi of Gi.
b - Sends its current workload information to all other cluster managers.

endFor

2. CMi calculates the loadLOD, the execution timeTEX and the standard deviationσG over
processing times of all clusters.
3. If (TEXi > TEX + σG) then Cluster is overloaded

a-CMi determines the set of the under loaded clustersGER;
b-CMi Compute its "Demand";
end If

4. While ((demand 6= 0 And GER 6= Φ)) do
(a) Sort the clustersCr of GER by ascending order of inter clusters (Ci-Cr) WAN bandwidth
sizes.
(b) Sort the nodes ofCi by descendingorder of their processing times.
(c) Sort tasks of first node ofCi by selectioncriterion and communication cost,
(d) Transfer the higher priority task from the first node ofCi to jth cluster ofGER,
(e) Update locally the current workloads of receiver cluster,
(f) Update locally set GER, and theCi demand

done
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5.3. Strategy characteristics
The proposed strategy presents the following features:

1) It is an asynchronousstrategy:every worker node has itsspecificperiod during which it sends
its information workload to the other nodes.

2) It is a distributed load balancing strategy:insofar as several operations of load balancing can be
started by using the local load information of Grid clusters.

3) It is a source initiative load balancing strategy:inter-clusters load balancing is started by the
overloaded clusters (source).

4) It reduces the communication cost: since it gives the privilege, when it is possible, to a local
load balancing to avoid the use of large scale communication network. In addition, the proposed strategy
starts a load balancing operation only if it is beneficial.

6. Experimental study

6.1. Simulation tools
There are some available tools for application scheduling simulation in Grid computing environments,

such as:

– Bricks [15]: focuses on simulating scheduling policies over the Computational Grid. It is a multiple
clients and multiple servers scenarios simulator that returns average overall service rates. The network is
structured as stand alone simulating entity between a Grid Computing Client and a Grid Server, without
complex topology implementation.

– OptorSim [16]: has explicitly accounts for both dynamic provisioning and resource scheduling poli-
cies, obtaining resulting performance. Dynamic provisioning is performed in the context of replication in
data Grid. Various economic market model replication strategies can be evaluated with the canonical refer-
ence.

– GangSim [17]: developed to support studies of scheduling strategies in Grid environments, with a
particular focus on interactions of local and global resource allocation policies. It is derived as part of the
Ganglia monitoring framework, an implementation that mix simulated and real Grid components. It is the
first simulator that model not only sites but also Virtual Organizations(VO) users and planners.

– SimGrid [18]: focuses on scheduling to model the Grid network topology, and simulate the data flow
over the available network bandwidth. The mayor drawback of this tool is that is not modeling job decom-
position and task Parallelization characteristics, or resource availability is also not modeled.

– GridSim [2]: toolkit analyzing and comparing the performance of resource scheduling algorithms in
Grids. There is not Data Grid simulation, only processing is implemented on variants of the Nimrod-G [19]
resource broker based on the market based economic model. GridSim is the shape of heterogeneous, multi-
tasking Grid resources, calendar based on deadline and budget based constraints. It also allows to evaluate
various scheduling policies in a single simulation. Each Grid task is implemented as a separate thread in the
Java Virtual Machine.
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In order to evaluate the practicability and performance of our proposed strategy, we have implemented it
on theGridSim V4.0 simulator [2], which we have extended to support simulation of varying Grid load
balancing problems. GridSim is a Java-based discrete-event Grid simulation toolkit. It provides a compre-
hensive facility for simulation of different classes of heterogeneous resources, users, applications, resource
brokers, and schedulers. In GridSim, application tasks/jobs are modeled as Gridlet objects that contain all
the information related to the job and the execution management details such as:

1) Resources parameters:it gives information about the worker nodes, clusters and networks. A node
is characterized by its capacity, speed and networks bandwidth sizes.

2) Tasks parameters:it includes the number of tasks queued at every node, task submission date,
number of instructions per task, cumulative processing time, cumulative waiting time and so on.

6.2. Simulation parameters
All the experiments have been performed on 3Ghz P4 Intel Pentium with 2 GB main memory, running

on Linux Redhat 9.0. In order to obtain reliable results, the same experiments have been run several (more
than ten) times.
The experiments were performed, on the basis of variation of several performance parameters in a Grid,
namely the number of clusters, their worker nodes and the number of tasks.
We have focused on the following objectives:

– Gain on the average waiting time:this gain is obtained by a report from the average waiting time after
balancing on the average waiting time before balancing;

– Gain on the average execution time:this gain is expressed as a ratio of the average execution time
after balancing on the average execution time before balancing;

– Gain on the average response time:this gain is calculated by dividing the average response time after
balancing on the average response time before balancing;

– Number of tasks transferred between Grid nodes during the load balancing:this is an important
result in order to determine the communication costs induced by the tasks transfer.

For the needs for our experiments, we have considered that the tasks distribution is done in a periodic
and random way according to a uniform law. We have randomly generated nodes capabilities and tasks
parameters To evaluate the benefit of our strategy, we compute the above metrics before (denotedBef) and
after (Aft) execution of our load balancing algorithm.
After many evaluation tests, various thresholds were set to:

– Balance threshold( ε = 0.5),

– Saturation threshold(δ = 0.8),

– Expectation threshold(ρ = 0.75).

The bandwidth between LAN clusters was defined to be 500 MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second), and
the bandwidth between WAN nodes was set to be 30 MIPS to 400 MIPS.

Experiments 1: Intra-cluster load balancing
In the first set of experiments we focused results related to objective parameters, according to various num-
bers of tasks and worker nodes. We have taken the nodes number from 100 to 400 by step of 100. For each
node we generate randomly associated speed varying between 5 and 40 MIPS. The number of tasks has
been varied from 6000 to 10000 by step of 2000, with sizes generated randomly between 1000 and 200000
MI (Million of Instructions).
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Table 1. Improvement realized by intra-cluster strategy

# Nodes 100 200 300 400
# Tasks

Bef 6.00E+05 3.03E+04 6.44E+03 2.28E+03
6000 Aft 4.21E+05 1.49E+04 3.81E+03 2.11E+03

Gain 30% 51% 41% 7%
Bef 9.06E+05 4.86E+04 1.05E+04 3.63E+03

8000 Aft 6.46E+05 2.43E+04 5.76E+03 3.04E+03
Gain 29% 50% 45% 16%
Bef 1.30E+06 7.42E+04 1.63E+04 5.63E+03

10000 Aft 9.39E+05 3.93E+04 7.03E+03 4.30E+03
Gain 28% 47% 57% 24%

Table 1 shows the variation of the average response time (in seconds) before andafter execution. We
can note that:

– The proposed strategy has allowed to reduce in a very clear way the mean response time of the tasks. We
obtain a gain varying between 7% and 57%.

– In more than 95% of cases, this improvement is greater than 15%.

– The lower improvements were obtained when the number of nodes exceed 350. We can justify this by the
Grid instability state (nodes are largely under-loaded).

– The best gains were realized when the number of nodes was between 200 and 300. In this case, we can say
that our strategy is optimal because of the stability of the Grid.

– For a given tasks amount, the gain increases with the nodes number until it reaches a certain threshold
(200-300 nodes) and then deteriorates. This behavior is similar to a Gaussian distribution. The threshold
is the average attached to a stable state (balanced state). On both sides, we have less or more imbalanced
states (underload and overload states).

Experiments 2: Inter-clusters load balancing
During these experiments , we were interested in the inter-clusters load balancing behaviors. We have
considered different numbers of clusters and supposed that each cluster involves 30 worker nodes.
Figure 4 illustrates the improvement of the mean response time, obtained by our load balancing strategy.

– Except the case of 16 clusters, all the profits are higher than 10%. We consider this important behavior as
being successful.

– Best improvements are obtained when the Grid is in a stable state: (For # clusters∈ {4,6, 8}).

– The lower benefits were obtained when the number of clusters were set to 16. We can justify this by the
instability of the Grid state (Most nodes are underloaded or even idle).
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Figure 4. Gain According to Various Number of Clusters

Experiments 3: Number of tasks transferred
In order to show that our strategy gives the priority to a local load balancing, we are interested in this
experiment to the number of tasks transferred at each load balancing level.

Table 2. Number of tasks transferred

# clusters 2 4 8 16
# Tasks

Global load balancing 29 68 44 31
6000 Local load balancing 56 122 71 124

Ratio 51% 55% 61% 25%
Global load balancing 61 50 13 21

8000 Local load balancing 209 86 87 90
Ratio 29% 58% 14% 23%

Global load balancing 44 135 152 32
10000 Local load balancing 157 280 262 198

Ratio 28% 48% 58% 16%

Table 2 shows that:

– The numberof tasks transferred in inter-clusters algorithm is always lower than that in intra-cluster
algorithm. Indeed it represents1

3
of thenumber of tasks transferred. This result proves that the intra-cluster

transfer is more important than the inter-clusters transfer. In other words, our strategy is a local load balanc-
ing strategy which seeks to reduce the maximum communication costs,

– For a small number of clusters, the global number of tasks transferred is high. This is due to
overloading clusters which cause the call of the inter-clusters load balancing requiring a task transfer
between clusters. By increasing the number of clusters, the global number of tasks transferred decreases
significantly, encouraging a local transfer (intra-cluster), which reinforces our goal.
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7. Comparison with the hierarchical approach
The hierarchical modelproposed in [11] represents a Grid computing (Figure5). In this structure, the

Grid manager centralizes the global load information on all the Grid. This node, though not frequently
asked, can be a bottleneck and a point of fragility in the model.

To solve this problem, we have proposed a completely distributed model by removing the root of the tree.
This model aims to reduce the average response time of tasks and to minimize the communication costs.

However, the removal of the tree root creates an increase in the message number interchanged between
cluster managers. Indeed, instead of sending one load informational message to the Grid manager, each
cluster manager must send a message to all Grid cluster managers.
This theoretical comparison has enabled us to position the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
We will compare the results of the experiments according to the response time of each approach.

Figure 5. Hierarchical Model

Figure6 shows the variation of proposed approach gains and those obtained by the hierarchical approach
for 8 clusters as well as the varying number of tasks.

We note that:

– The distributed approach gains are always better than those achieved by the hierarchical approach.
These results confirm our initial goals. The improvement of the gains is due to the parallel global load
balancing.

– The hierarchical strategy gains increase until 6000 tasks then they decrease by increasing the tasks
number. This is not the case of the proposed approach. We can say that from 6000 tasks the tree root (the
Grid manager) is a bottleneck which reduces gains after that threshold.
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Figure 6. Comparison with the Hierarchical Approach

8. Conclusion
This paperaddressed the problem of load balancing in Grid computing. We proposed a distributed load

balancing model which takes into account the heterogeneity of the resources that is completely independent
from any physical architecture Grid.
On the basis of this model, we defined a distributed load balancing strategy with two main objectives:
(i) The reduction of the mean response time of tasks submitted to a Grid computing;
(ii) The reduction of the communication costs during tasks transferring.
Relatively to the existing works, our strategy is fully distributed, uses a task-level load balancing and privi-
leges, as much as possible, a local load balancing to avoid the use of WAN communication.
To implement the proposed strategy, we used the GridSim simulator.
The fundamental advantage of simulators is their independence from the execution platform. We can sim-
ulate a distributed system mechanism of 10000 nodes on a single PC. This advantage is made possible
because the simulator does not run in a real distributed system, but in a model of this matter.
In order to validate the proposed load balancing strategy, we developed two algorithms: intra-cluster and
inter-clusters.
The first results obtained were successful. We have appreciably improved the average response time with a
low communication cost.

In the future, we will intent to :

– Integrate our load balancing algorithm into other known Grid simulators, such as SimGrid. This will
allow us to measure the effectiveness of our algorithm in existing simulators.

– Give the place taken by the middleware GLOBUS [4] in the Grids, we think of integrating our strategy
to it, in the form of services.

– Finally,it is significant to take account, in a balancing algorithm of application characteristics. More
these characteristics are known, more the algorithm will be adapted and will suggest to adapt a balancing
to a class of applications.
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